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MOTORAND COGNITIVE FUNCTIONS OF THE PREMOTOR CORTEX
K Gallese
Istituto di Fisiologia Umana, Universit di Parma, Via Volturno 39, 1-43100 Parma, Italy
Our ideas about the functional organization of the monkey premotor cortex have radically changed
during the last two decades. A series of neuroanatomical, hodologic and neurophysiological studies have
led to the discovery of multiple areas, each one characterized by a distinctive set of neural properties and
cortico-cortical connections, mainly with the parietal cortex. Within these different premotor areas neural
"representations" of space, objects and actions have been described. Far from supporting the view of a
highly redundant system, this evidence points to the existence of distinct and specialized neural circuits
whose "representational rules" vary along two main dimensions" the frame of reference and the degree of
specificity. F4, which occupies the caudal sector of the ventral premotor cortex, is endowed with neurons
coding the presence of objects within a limited space sector, peri-personal space. Peri-personal space is
by definition a motor space, its outer limits being defined by the working space of the upper limb. This
spatial coding relies on an egocentric, often body parts-centered, frame of reference. What is relevant in
this spatial coding is the location, with respect to the monkey, of the target of a purposeful action. The
majority of space-selective neurons within area F4 are not sensitive to the stimuli’ qualitative features,
such as shape or size. A different picture emerges from the functional properties of visuo-motor neurons,
"canonical neurons", within the rostral sector of the premotor area F5. They code the 3D intrinsic
features of objects and the motor schemas suitable to succesfully and congruently interact with the same
objects by means of goal-related actions. The quality of the object in term of shape, size and axis
orientation is the relevant feature. Typically, the spatial location is much less important than the physical
quality of the object in driving the response of canonical neurons. The object is the anchor of the
reference frame. This reference frame, although not related to the object’s position with respect to the
agent, is nevertheless strongly dependent on the motoric relation with the agent, being the object the
target of the agent’s action. The object is represented as an intentional motor schema. A third different
picture emerges from the study of the posterior sector of area F5. In this brain region "mirror neurons"
respond to the observation of specific meaningful actions. Mirror neurons extract the purpose/meaning of
the observed action generalizing across the quality of the object target of the action, or the quality of the
effector performing the action. The spatial location of the observed action with respect to the observer
can influence the response of only a limited number of these neurons. The reviewed neurophysiological
literature will enable us to discuss new perspectives on the relationship between action and perception
and on the role of the motor system in the cognitive domains.
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GENOMIC IMPRINTING, BRAIN EVOLUTION AND BEHAVIOUR
E.B. Keverne
Sub-Department ofAnimal Behaviour, University ofCambridge, Madingley, Cambridge, CB3 84, UK
An important means of investigating genomic imprinting in the brain has been achieved by the
construction of chimeras. Embryos constructed from a mixture of cells that are parthenogenetic/normal
(Pg) or androgenetic/normal (Ag) do survive, but survival requires the total proportion of chimeric cells
not to exceed normal cells. The precise locations in the brain to which these chimeric cells, participate in
development can be determined by the presence of a genetic marker (13 globin, or LacZ). Using these
techniques a clear and distinct patterning in brain development emerges. At birth, cells that are disomic
for the paternal genome contribute substantially to those parts of the brain that are important for primary
motivated behaviour (hypothalamus, pre-optic area BNST and septum) and are excluded, from the
developing neocortex and striatum. At the earliest stages of brain development (days 9-10), Ag cells are
present in all neural tissues and as gestation progresses they proliferate extensively in the medio-basal
forebrain, but at parturition are virtually absent from telencephalic structures. By contrast
parthenogenetic cells are excluded from these medio-basal forebrain areas, but selectively accumulate in
those regions where Ag cells are excluded, especially neocortex and striatum. If genomic imprinting has
any impact on behaviour, these findings, along with human clinical findings of Prader-Willi syndrome,
would point to paternally expressed imprinted genes influencing motivated behaviours such as sexual,
feeding, aggressive and maternal behaviour. We have recently investigated two paternally expressed
genes (Peg and Peg3) which have been mutated by inserting a promoterless b geo cassette into the 5’
coding exon to study both the function and expression of these genes in mice. Inheritance of the mutation
from the paternal, but not the maternal germ line, causes a severe impairment in maternal behaviour,
resulting in a complete loss of progeny in the first generation. In Peg3 offspring survival improves with
subsequent generations but all aspects of maternal behaviour and ability to suckle the pups are impaired,
resulting in a slower growth rate of non-mutant offspring. The brain phenotype of these null mutants has
a smaller nuclear areas (PVN, SON, BNST) in the hypothalamus and fewer neurons staining positive for
the peptide, oxytocin. Since the magno-cellular oxytocinergic neurons control milk let-down and the
parvocellular oxytocinergic neurons are important for maternal behaviour, these findings may account for
the behavioural and nurturient phenotype. It is therefore interesting that two imprinted genes, both of
which are paternally expressed, map to similar areas of the developing brain as revealed from the
distribution ofAg chimaeric cells. Moreover, they both have impact on primary motivated behaviour as
predicted from chimaeras and interestingly mutations of these paternally expressed genes impair
maternal behaviour.
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FUNCTIONAL IMAGING OF LANGUAGE: DATA FROM NORMAL VOLUNTEERS AND
PRESURGICAL PATIENTS
B. Milner
McGill University, Montreal, Canada
With Denise Klein, I have conducted several positron emission tomography (PET) studies in order to
examine the brain regions activated during word generation in bilingual and unilingual volunteers.
Regional cerebral blood flow (CBF) was measured by the H2150 intravenous bolus method with inter-
and intra-subject averaging, and coregistration of magnetic resonance and PET images. English-French
and Mandarin Chineese-English bilinguals performed word generation tasks (synonym generation and
verb generation, respectively). Activation during the control (repetition) was subtracted from each of the
generation tasks. A number of CBF changes were observed in the left inferior frontal gyrus (LIFG)
irrespective of whether the search was conducted within or across languages and similar patterns ofCBF
were observed for the native and second languages. Using similar tasks we have examined CBF changes
in a group of normal volunteers using an intrasubject design, to determine the presence of individual
differences. We observed CBF changes in LIFG in all subjects and concluded that this region participates
in word generation in an obligatory fashion. Having developed techniques for individual subject analysis
our research has focussed on the presurgical investigation of patients with focal brain lesions and data are
presented from several individuals whose presurgical language mapping with PET, fMRI and
intraoperative cortical stimulation mapping has revealed much about the functional anatomy of language.
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ANATOMY AND PHARMACOLOGY OF MEMORIES AND HABITS
M. Mishkin
NIMH, Bethesda, MD, USA
Evidence from studies on the effects of systemic injections of pharmacological agents in behaving
monkeys has led to the proposal that the formation of stimulus memories depends on interaction between
the cholinergic and glutamatergic systems. In particular, the results suggest that a critical event for
storing the representation of a stimulus is the potentiation exerted by acetylcholine activation of the
muscarinic receptor on glutamate activation of the NMDA receptor. To test this hypothesis further, we
have been examining the effects on visual recognition of microinjecting pharmacological agents directly
into perirhinal cortex, which is known from lesion studies to be essential for this function. Thus far, the
results have shown that, like systemic injections of a muscarinic receptor antagonist, microinjecting such
a drug into perirhinal cortex impairs visual recognition, whereas there is no such effect after either
systemic or perirhinal injections of a dopaminergic receptor blocker. Also, like systemic administration
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whereas there is no such effect after perirhinal injections of a kainate/AMPA receptor blocker. The
results provide preliminary support not only for the hypothesis that stimulus memory depends on
interaction between muscarinic andNMDA receptor activity, but also for the notion that such interaction
occurs within perirhinal neurons. We have also begun to explore the possibility that, by analogy to the
above, the formation of visual discrimination habits, which depends in part on the ventrocaudal
neostriatum, is mediated by the interaction of the dopaminergic and glutamatergic systems. No
intracerebral injections have yet been attempted, but preliminary results obtained after systemic drug
administration indicate that this type of visual habit formation is impaired by dopaminergic and not by
muscarinic receptor blockers.
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PARADOXES OF TIME AND SPACE IN LONG-TERMMEMORY FORMATION
S.P.R. Rose
Brain and Behaviour Research Group, The Open University, Milton Keynes, MK7 6.4.4, UK
Human imaging studies and lesion data imply that leaming and memory storage involves several brain
regions differentially engaged at different post-experience times. By contrast biochemical and
physiological approachesin both invertebrate and vertebrate animal models often imply a linear cascade
of events in small ensembles of cells which begin with synaptic transients and culminate in lasting
changes in neuronal connectivity. I will present evidence from our studies using the one-trial passive
avoidance model in day-old chicks for both temporal and spatial redistribution of putative ’memory
traces.’ Training chicks on a strong version of the passive avoidance task results in a molecular cascade
in a particular lateralised forebrain region, the left Intermediate Medial Hyperstriatum Ventrale (IMHV),
which culminates within 6hr in the synthesis and insertion into synaptic membranes of several types of
cell adhesion molecule which function to remodel synapses. However, the conventional distinction into
tightly timed phases of short, intermediate and longer term memory is not born out by examination of the
times of onset of amnesia when a variety of blocking agents are employed to interrupt various phases of
this cascade. Rather the evidence favours multiple parallel processing in the consolidation period, and the
existence of several windows of vulnerability to putative amnestic agents, notably blockers of the
synthesis (antisense) or functioning (antibodies) of the cell adhesion molecules. With weaker training
memory fades after 6hr and under these circumstances the adhesion molecules are not synthesised.
Manipulating plasma steroid levels, neurotransmitter levels or neurotrophins such as BDNF around the
time of training can enhance memory retention, probably by affecting adhesion molecule synthesis.
Double dissociation lesion studies show that although the IMHV is necessary for learning the avoidance
response it is not required for subsequent recall; in the hours following training the memory trace is
redistributed, via the right IMHV, to a different brain region, the Lobus Parolfactorius. However the
lasting biochemical trace in the left IMHV seems to be required if the chick is to discriminate between
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propose a temporally and spatially distributed model of memory storage, more in accord with the human
neuroimaging data.
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TEMPORAL ORGANIZATION OF MULTIPLE MOVEMENTS: PARTICIPATION
MEDIAL MOTOR AREAS
J. Tanji
Department ofPhysiology, Tohoku University School ofMedecine, Sendai, 980, Japan
OF
There exist multiple motor representation areas in the cerebral cortex of primates, and each area is
involved in some aspects of sequential motor control. Among them, however, the supplementary motor
area (SMA) and presupplementary motor area (pre-SMA) appear essential in processing information
necessary for sequencing limb movements. In previous studies, we found that the SNMA plays a role in
controlling sequential performance of continuous button press movements. We now report the role
played by cells in the SMA and pre-SMA in connection with sequencing of multiple movements that are
not continuous but temporally separated. Monkeys were trained to perform three different arm
movements (push, pull or turn a handle) in different orders. Waiting periods of a few seconds separated
the three movements. Each movement was initiated in response to an auditory trigger signal. Initially, a
correct order was informed with visual signals. Thereafter, the order had to be memorized, and the
animals had to produce a sequence of motor events in response to the trigger signal, without the visual
information. We found that most of MI neurons were active in relation to a movement or movements,
uninfluenced by the temporal order. In contrast, a majority of neuronal activity in both the SMA and pre-
SMA was not related to the movement itself. Two types of long-lasting activity were or particular
interest. First, a group ofSMA and pre-SMA neurons were preferentially active in relation to a particular
sequence of forthcoming guided by memory. They were active during a waiting period before the first
movement-trigger signal, only if the sequence is a specific one. The second type of neurons was
preferentially active during the interval between two specific movements (e.g. during a waiting period
after performance of pull, and before push). It was also found that pre-SMA neurons exhibited more
complex relation to the motor task than SMA neurons. A group of pre-SMA neurons were active before
the performance of the first or the second of the third of the three movements. They are taken to express
the rank order of multiple movements. Another type of pre-SMA neurons were active when the subjects
were asked to abandon an old sequence and acquire a new (but previously learned) sequence. This
neuronal activity, related to updating the correct sequence, was not frequent in the SMA, and not found
in the MI.
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MECHANISMS OF VISUAL ATTENTION IN THE HUMAN CORTEX
L. G. Ungerleider
Laboratory ofBrain and Cognition, National Institute ofMental Health, Bethesda, Maryland 20892 USA
A typical scene contains many different objects that compete for neural representation due to the limited
processing capacity of the visual system. Evidence from functional brain imaging studies in humans
indicates that the competition among multiple objects for representation in visual cortex can be biased by
both bottom-up sensory-driven mechanisms and by top-d0wn influences. For example, stimulus salience,
such as a stimulus of high contrast, provides a bottom-up bias favoring neurons that represent the salient
stimulus at the expense of less salient stimuli. Top-down influences on visual cortex, as in the case of
selective attention, can also bias the competition and even override sensory-driven inputs. Biasing signals
due to selective attention can affect neural processing in several ways, which include: 1) the
enhancement of neural responses to attended stimuli; 2) the filtering of unwanted information by
counteracting the suppression induced by nearby distracters; and 3) the biasing of signals in favor of an
attended location by increases of baseline activity in the absence of visual stimulation. Thus, attentional
modulation of activity in visual cortex can occur not only in the presence, but also in the absence, of
visual stimulation. Although the competition among objects for representation is ultimately resolved
within visual cortex, the source of top-down biasing signals derives from a network of areas in frontal
and parietal cortex. Attention-related activity in these areas does not reflect attentional modulation of
visual evoked responses, but rather the attentional operations themselves. Ultimately, the object that wins
the competition for representation in visual cortex will gain further access to memory systems for
mnemonic encoding and to motor systems for guiding behavior.
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